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Abstract--Symmetry plays a double role in modern particle physics. As global internal symmetry, 
it gives structure to the wealth of experimental data concerning quarks and ]eptons. As gm3ged 
internal symmetry, it fixes the dynamical content of three of the four basic interactions in nature: 
electromagnetic, strong and weak. In electromagnetism, theone global internal symmetry is that of 
"electric harge," and its gauging led--by 1950--to the highly successful (Abelian) U(1) gauge theory 
of electromagnetism-quantum electrodynamics (orQED for short). It took several more decades 
to identify the correct global internal symmetries in the strong and weak interactions tobe ganged. 
For the strong interaction (among the quarks) the gau~in~ of the three "color" internal degrees of 
freedom associated with each quark produced the phenomenologically correct (non-Aheliau) $U(3) 
color gauge theory of the strong interaction---quantum chromodynamics (or QCD for short). For 
the weak interaction (among qum-ks and leptons) the proper choice was the seven chiral quark and 
lepton flavora in each generation and their gau~n~ gave rise to the equally successful (non-Abelian) 
SU(2) × U(1) dynamical theory of the electraweak interaction---quantum flavordynamics (or QFD 
for short). The remarkable triumphs of the gauge theories of QED, QCD and QFD are testimony to
the power of the old Einsteinlan dictum: "symmetry dictates dynamics." 
The incredible progress of particle physics from its birth in the early 1930s--with the discovery 
of the neutron and the identification of the strong nuclear and weak nuclear forces---to the highly 
successful gauge theory of the strong and electroweak interactions by 1975, is a tribute to the 
physicist's recognition of the double role that symmetries can play, to both give structure to the 
wealth of experimental data and to dictate the dynamical content of physical aws. The early 
1930s were also ripe for the birth of particle physics because MaxweU's classical field theory of 
electromagnetism and Dirac's relativistic quantum theory of the electron came together--in the 
hands of Bohr, Heisenberg and Pauli--to forge the decisive instrument of progress in modern 
particle physics: quantum field theory. 
The first great riumph of quantum field theory was in electromagnetism. By 1950, the correct 
formulation of quantum electrodynamics (QED)--with its extraordinary predictive power--was 
achieved by Schwinger, Feynman and Tomonaga. In essence, QED is the unique renormalizable, 
Lorentz-invariant and gange-invariant (Abelian) quantum field theory for the charged spin 
electron--as well as for the other two observed charged leptons: the muon and the tau lepton. 
The requirement of invariance under a Lorentz transformation--the content of Einstein's pecial 
theory of relativity--must hold for all physical theories and is absolutely essential for quantum 
field theory where velocities approaching c (velocity of light) are involved. The fundamental 
idea of extending the gauging of global internal symmetries from electromagnetism to the other 
two basic forces operating in the subnuclear domain, strong and weak interactions (I drop the 
word "nuclear"), has led to the highly successful "standard model" of the strong and electroweak 
interactions among the fundamental quark and lepton constituents ofmatter. (The sizes of the 
quarks and leptons are less than 10 -16 cm--minuscule compared to 10 -s cm, the small size of the 
hydrogen atom that produced the quantum mechanical revolution in physics ixty years ago!) It 
is the purpose of this paper to sketch the two highlights of the symmetry-inspired development of 
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the standard model: (1) the conversion of the three global quark colors in strong interactions into 
the dynamically powerful three-color (non-Abelian) SU(3) theory of the strong interaction; and 
(2) the conversion of the seven global chiral quark and lepton flavors in weak and electromagnetic 
interactions into gauged chiral flavors to produce the dynamically and phenomenologically correct 
(non-Abelian) SU(2) × U(1) gauge theory of the electroweak interaction. 
To explain the essential properties of gauged quantum field theory, which provides the mathe- 
matical underpinning of the present-day "standard" theory of particle interactions, I shall work 
with the simplest quantum field theory that still has a global internal symmetry, namely the quan- 
tized complex scalar field whose quanta possess intrinsic zero spin and a single charge (cf. [1]). Let 
me denote the field by the one-component complex function ~b(z), where z stands for the covariant 
four-vector (t, -_z), with t the time component of the space-time four-vector and z_(= zl, z2, za) 
the three space coordinates of the space-time four vector. It follows that the contravariant space- 
time four-vector is given by: z t' = (t,z) so that z~z g (p summed over 0,1,2,3) = t 2 -_z ~ 
and, correspondingly, for any other four-vector in Minkowski space-time, .g., the contravariant 
energy-momentum four-vector is Pg = (E, P). The Lagrangian density for the complex scalar 
field ~b(x) (summation over p -- C 0,1, 2, 3) always understood) is: 
r..(¢, a,,¢) = a,,¢(x) a, ¢+ (x) - m 2 ¢(x) ¢+(z),  (1) 
where ~b+(z) is the complex conjugate field function. Using Equation (1), one derives the rela- 
tivistic (Klein-Gordon) generalization of the Schr6dinger equation (m is the mass of the scalar 
field quantum, and I have set/i - c - 1), namely: 
~)x" + ms ~(z) = 0. (2) 
The next step is to (second) quantize the field @(z) by treating @(z) as a field operator and going 
to momentum space. Instead of using Fourier integrals, it is convenient to think of the field ~b(z) 
as being placed in a large finite volume and applying the periodicity condition; this permits the 
expansion of O(z) and ~b+(z) in terms of an infinitude of creation and destruction operators of 
the field, to wit: 
1 e_~(k_.f__~kt) } ,  = Z] {°, + b.+ 
k 
¢~+ (t, l) = ~ ~1 {a + e -i(~-'E-wa't) + bk e '(k-'z--wl')} 
k 
(3a) 
(3b) 
where _.k is the momentum and ~k = V/~-+ m s is the energy, and a+(b +) and ah(bk) are the 
creation and destruction operators with momentum _kfor the particle (antiparticle). The field 
operators @(x) and ~b+(x) are thus equivalent to an infinite number of harmonic oscillators. 
By using the Lagrangian density £ [Equation (1)], one can obtain the canonically conjugate 
field momentum ~r(x) = ~°r  = 0°~b+(z) (a ° is the time derivative) and hence ~'+(z) = 
ok - a°~b(x). One can now think of @(x), ~r(z) and their complex (Hermitian) conjugates 
aCaU¢+(=)) -- 
~b+(z), 7r+(z) as canonically conjugate field operators (like z_ and 2, or t and E, in ordinary 
quantum mechanics) and impose the equal-time commutation relations (C.R.) on them as follows 
(the brackets on the L.H.S. of Equation (4) denote the commutator, i,e., [,4, B] -- AB - BA): 
[~(t,._), ~(t, ~]  = o; 
[.(t,_.), . ( t ,  ~_)] = o; 
[.(t,  z), ~(t, ~]  = - i  a( ._ -  _y) 
(4) 
using the expansions (3a) and (3b) for ~(z) and @+(z); consequently, the C.R. of Equation (4) 
yield the crucial (Bose-Einstein) commutation relations for the destruction operators ak and b~ 
symmetry  to  dyrmmies 3,5 
and creation operators ak + and bk + as follows: 
[at,at,] = O; 
Is+, a+,] = O; (5) 
[at, a~] = a(_k - k_'), 
with the same equations for bt and bk +. It is then easy to show--from Equation (5)--that the 
operator combinations a+at and b+bt are, respectively, the numbers nt (of particles) and nt (of 
antiparticles) with momentum _k. If we now work out the total energy E and the total momentum 
P_. in the quanta (particles) of the scalar field ~(z), we obtain the physically perspicuous results: 
E= ~_~(a+tat "]'b~bt)~t -" ~'~(nt -I-~t) wt, (6a) 
t k 
P_P_ = ~_,(a+ at -I- b+ bt ) k = ~, (n t  -I-fit)k_. (6b) 
k k 
Another quantity of great importance for what follows is the total conserved charge Q in the 
field quanta; Q is defined as fdazj°(z), where j°(z) = i(~b+a°O - ~0°~ +) is the time-fike 
component of the four-vector current j r  = i (~+0~ - ~ 0~'~+), which is divergenceless, i.e., 
~'~p Opj ~ = 0. Because of this last condition, Q is a conserved quantity. Using the expansions of 
~b(z) and O+(z), Q becomes (q is the common unit of charge of each "oscillator"): 
Q=q ~-~(a~at-b~bt)=q ~(nt  - fit), (6c) 
t t 
so that Q has opposite signs for the particles and antiparticles ofthe quantized complex scalar field 
theory. It is clear from the original expression for Q that Q vanishes for O+(z) = O(z), i.e., when 
O(z) is Hermitian (real). Another property of Q worth recording--impllcit in Equation (6c)--is: 
[Q, ~(~)] = -~(~),  (To) 
[Q, ~+(~)] = ~+(~). (Tb) 
That is to say, ~b(z) is the charge-lowering operator (by one unit), whereas ~b+(z) is the charge- 
raising operator (by one unit). Equations (7) will be useful in discussing the global internal 
symmetry of the (electric) charge. 
The equation for the total charge of a field (Hermitian or non-Hermitian) of arbitrary spin 
is a simple generalization of Equation (6c), properly modified to take account of the number 
of independent "polarizations" (spins or helicities) corresponding to the field of arbitrary spin. 
For example, the field representing the massless photon of spin one and zero electric charge is 
represented by a two-component Hermitian boson field and the total charge O vanishes (the anti- 
particle is identical with the particle). On the other hand, the spin ½ non-Hermitian Dirac field 
~b(z), representing a charged lepton (e, p or 7"), must be expanded in terms of a two-component 
positive energy solution Urt(Z) [r - 1, 2 corresponds to the two "polarizations" (two directions 
of spin or, equivalently, two helicities)] and a two-component egative nergy solution Vrt(Z) 
(r - 1, 2), corresponding to momentum k, as follows: 
~(t,_~) = ~ ~ {a,ku,t(t, ~_) + b~+t,,k(t,_~)}, (8a) 
r k 
~+(t,_,) = ~ ~ {b,t,;t(t,,_) + ~+tu't(~,--)) • (Sb) 
r t 
If one now makes use of the equal-time anti-commutation relations for the creation and destruction 
operators of the Dirac field (since the Dirac field quanta obey Fermi-Dirac statistics), one obtains 
the analog of Equation (6c), namely: 
r k r k 
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The quantities nrk and firk are, respectively, the numbers of particles (e.g., electrons) and anti- 
particles (e.g., positrons) corresponding to the Dirac field quanta of given "polarization" (spin) r. 
Thus, the same structure for the total charge Q in boson and fermion fields is maintained if 
the (Bose-Einstein) equal-time commutation and the (Fermi-Dirac) equal-time anti-commutation 
relations are respectively employed for the creation and destruction operators. 
With the basic formalism for quantized fields in hand, we need just one more observation to 
pin down the explicit way in which the generators of a unitary group are fixed by the symme- 
try operation on the quantized field. The point is that unitary transformations U(A) play an 
important role in quantum field theory; i.e., U(A) relates the physical state ~A,--resulting from 
a symmetry operation A on the initial physical state q~A, belonging to the same Hilbert vector 
space as OA, thus: OA' = U(A)~A. Here U(A) is the unitary transformation matrix satisfying 
the condition U+U = UU + = 1. Hence, if the result of a measurement on a component of a field 
$(z) of arbitrary mass and spin is to remain unchanged under the internal symmetry operation, 
one must obtain the same value independent of whether the measurement is made on the physical 
state ~A' or ~A, i.e., (A' [~(Az)  I A') must be equal to (A [~(z) [A), or: 
(U(A)A I $(Ax) [ U(A)A) = (AI ¢(=) [A). 
From Equation (9), one derives the formula: 
U-I(A) ~b(Ax) U(A) = ~b(x), 
(9) 
or: 
 (Ax) = V(A) V-I(A). (10) 
Equation (i0) allows one to determine U(A) once A is specified. 
The choice of A as a constant phase transformation on $(z) assumes that the Lagranglan density 
corresponding to $(x) is invariant under the so-called global internal symmetry operation of 
multiplying ~b(z) by the same phase constant (independent of z). It will be shown that this choice 
of A is equivalent to the global conservation law for the total charge Q given by Equation (6c) (for 
the complex scalar field) or Equation (8c) (for each "polarization" of the (complex) Dirac field). It 
is then a small mathematical step--but a tremendous physical leap from symmetry to dynamica--- 
when the constant phase a (defining the global internal symmetry) is assumed to be a function 
of the space-time coordinates, a(z) (defining the gauged internal symmetry). Indeed, the crucial 
step of gauging the global internal symmetry of one (electric) charge in electrornsgnetism leads 
to QED with its remarkable predictive power once the renormalizstion problems are surmounted. 
But first, I show how the application of a constant phase transformation e -ia to, say, the 
complex scalar field ~(z) gives rise to the global Abelian U(1) internal symmetry group e iaQ, 
where the total conserved charge, Q, is the generator of this U(1)O group. [U(1)Q is called global 
because a is constant, and it is called Abelian because the single charge Q commutes with itself.] 
The connection between the U(1)Q group and the constant phase trxn~ormation e -ia on ~ can 
be derived from Equation (10) when one sets ~b(Ax) - e -ia ~b(z) and U(A) - eiaQ; one gets: 
e '~Q $(z) e -'~'Q = e -'c' $(z), (11) 
and, for infiniteasirnal a, Equation (ii) becomes: 
~(z) + ic~ [Q, ~(z)] +... - ~b(z) (1 - ic~ +...), 
and, hence: 
[Q, = 
Similarly, Equation (10) for @+(z) becomes: 
e i*q e -i°q = e ¢+(x), 
when ce: 
[Q, = 
(11a) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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But Eqs. (12) and (14) are precisely the conditions satisfied by the conserved charge Q in Eqs. (7a) 
and (7b). It follows that invariance of ~(z) under the simple constant phase transformation 
e - ia guarantees the existence of the global Abelian U(1)Q symmetry group e iaQ with Q as the 
(conserved) generator. The best-known global U(1) internal symmetry is that of electric harge, 
although global baryon charge and global lepton charge are two other examples. In contrast o 
the latter two, however, the gauging of global electric harge agrees with experiment; henceforth, 
I denote the U(1)Q group of electric charge by U(1)Q.. 
A dramatic hange in the physical content of theory takes place when a global U(1)¢ group 
e iaQ (c~ constant) is gauged, i.e., when "a is constant" (the same for all space-time) is replaced by 
~(x), a phase function that varies from point to point of space-time. The imposition of invariance 
of a quantum field under a gauge (sometimes called local) transformation e ta(x) has important 
dynamical consequences and--in the case of electromagnetism--requires the introduction of the 
vector (gauge) field A u and the presence of the minimal electromagnetic interaction eA~j ~. 
Parenthetically, I should point out that the importance of the gauge principle in the context of 
electromagnetism was first fully appreciated by Dirac in his 1931 "magnetic monopole" paper [2]. 
The second part of that famous paper gives his rationale for believing in the existence of magnetic 
monopoles but it is the first part of Dirac's paper that demonstrates the gauging principle to be a 
consequence of the assumption that only phase differences ofquantum echanical wave functions 
at two neighboring space-time points are measurable. This leads Dirac to the concept of "non- 
integrable phase," i.e., the assertion that the phase change in a quantum-mechanical process 
integrated over a closed space-time curve, is independent of the wave function and is given by 
the integral of an electromagnetic vector potential around the closed curve; this "physical" result 
in electromagnetism has come to be known as the Aharanov-Bohm effect [3] and is confirmed by 
experiment. It is therefore not surprising that the gauging of a properly chosen global internal 
symmetry of a quantum field possesses dynamical implications. 
I propose to sketch how the gauging of global U(1)Q. charge fixes the dynamics of QED, and 
then point out how the application of the gauge principle to non-Abelian global internal sym- 
metries (with more than one charge)--properly identified--leads to the dynamical non-Abelian 
gauge theories of the strong interaction (quantum chromodynamics or QCD) and the weak in- 
teraction (quantum flavordynamics or QFD). One writes down the Lagrangian density £ for the 
Dirac electron field, namely: 
Z. = (b (i'r" O. - m) ,~, (15) 
where 7u is the Dirac operator and m is the mass of the electron. It is obvious that £ is invariant 
under the global internal symmetry transformation tb --* e ic'Q" ~b (a constant). However, if one 
wishes to maintain the invariance of £ under the U(1)Q. gauge transformation: ~b--. e ia(x)O, tb, 
[a(x) is a function of x (not a constant)], this invariance can only be achieved if O~ is replaced 
by the covariant derivative Du = 0u + ieAu, where e is the (electric) gauge coupling constant 
and A~ is the vector gauge field (potential) for electromagnetism, that transforms under a(z) as 
follows: 
Au(x) ~ A~,(z) + ~ Ouch(x). (16) 
The invariance of the (electron) matter Lagrangian in the presence of the vector field, Au, is 
now guaranteed but, if Au is to have dynamical significance (i.e., to propagate), one must add 
a gnuge-invariant 'qdnetic energf' term of the form FvvF t~v (where Fvv = 8vAv - avAv is the 
electromagnetic field __E and H). The requirement ofgauge invariance, plus the requirements of 
Lorentz invariance and renormalizability lead to the unique (and minimal) Lagrangian for the 
d = ½ electron field in the presence of the vector gauge (photon) field (cf. [4]): 
1 
r. = ~ (i-r~Ou - m) ¢ - ~ F~F ~ . (17) 
Equation (17) replaces Equation (15) ms the U(1)Q. gauge theory of electromagnetism, and 
three important remarks must be made about it: (1) The term e (~1, v¢)Av = ejVA v in Equa- 
tion (17) gives the "minimal" electron current-photon coupling that is responsible for the dy- 
e 2 n~nical content of QED. While the lowest-order (perturbation) calculations in a, (= ~,  the fine 
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structure constant) can readily be carried out on the basis of minimal coupling, the higher-order 
proesmes (e.g., the Lamb shift in hydrogen) could only be explained atter the renormalization 
techniques were developed for Abelian QED; (2) A non-zero mass term for the vector gauge field 
(photon) would require a term of the type m~A~A ~ (rn~ is the photon mass) in Equation (17). 
Such a term is not gauge invariant and must therefore be absent, i.e., the vector gauge field 
(photon) must be massless. The long-range Coulomb potentialfollows from this feature of QED; 
and (3) The gauge field (photon) of Abelian U(1)Q. carries no electric harge, although it gives 
rise to the non-vanishing electric harges (of opposite sign) associated with the matter (electron 
and positron) quanta. 
The dynamical U(1)Q, gauge theory of electromagnetism (QED) was in hand by 1950 and 
its spectacular success was soon appreciated. One might then inquire why it took two decades 
to exploit the magical power of gauging quantum field theories to achieve phenomenologicaUy 
correct dynamical theories of the strong and weak interactions. In actual fact, Yaug and Milk [5] 
had shown, as early as 1954, how to gauge a quantum field theory with a non-Abelian global 
SU(2) internal symmetry (e.g., isospin). However, it was not immediately apparent that a gauged 
quantum field theory would work for either the strong or the weak interaction for several reasons: 
(1) there was the problem of what new global internal symmetrieswpresumably non-Abelian-- 
associated with either the strong or weak interaction (or both) could be gauged, and progress 
on this score was only possible when quarks were identified as physical entities (particles) and 
not merely regarded as "mathematical fictions"; (2) it was known that both the strong and weak 
interactions are of short range (~< 10 -13 cm)--in contradistinction to the long-range Coulomb 
interaction i  electromagnetism. Since it can be shown that the gauge invariance of non-Abelian 
gauge groups requires the gauge fields to be massless--just as for Abelian gauge groups--the 
question of major departures from the long-range QED-type predictions for the interaction had 
to be answered before the successful gauged quantum field theories of QCD and QFD could be 
achieved; as it turned out, the answers are different for QCD and QFD; and, finally (3) there was 
the double problem of whether either an unbroken or a spontaneously broken on-Abelian gauged 
quantum field theory is renormalizable, and this double problem was only solved in 1971 [6]. 
The question of the appropriate non-Abelian global internal symmetries to gauge in strong 
interactions required much experimental l bor and some time to resolve. The first non-Abelian 
global internal symmetry group given serious attention in strong interactions--as early as 1950-- 
was the SU(2) isospin group, SU(2)I, which was originally invented to explain the "charge 
independence" of the strong two-nucleon i teraction by placing the nucleon N in the fundamental 
2 (I = 1) representation f SU(2)I; that is, N - (Pn) (P is proton, n neutron) has two isospin 
states, with p having '%tp" isospin !13 = ~) and n having "down" isospin (13 = _1), just as the 
two ordinary spin states ("up" and down ) of an electron are in the 2 representation f the SU(2) 
spin group. Thus, a new two-flavor internal degree of freedom--the isospin--was postulated and 
it was assumed that the total Lagrangian density (for nucleon and pion) is invariant under the 
global (special unitary) SU(2) isospin group transformation e ia''~'/2 (summation over a = 1, 2, 3 
is implied), where the three phase constants as (a = 1,2,3) and the three isospin generators 
~'a (a = 1, 2, 3) define the global internal symmetry SU(2)x group. The traceless Hermitian 2 × 2 
matrices for the l"a's can be given the usual Panli (spin 1) form: 
I ° I T I ' - -  ; T2"~" i ; TS ' - -  0 - -  ' 
where the l"a's do not commute but satisfy the relation: 
[r., r~] = i ~.bc rc (19) 
(with cabc the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol). The ra's can be used, in turn, to define 
the three conserved isospin charges of the nucleon N: 
1 f~z  + 
= J ~N, 
(.=1,2,a), (20) 
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where ~N -- (~)  is the two-flavor nucleon Dirac spinor; clearly, the Q~Va's (a - 1,2,3) obey the 
same non-commutative "algebra", as the ~'o's (a = 1, 2, 3), namely: 
= i  a,c (19')  
The electric charge of the nucleon, Q~, becomes: 
B 
QN = i N + 2"' (B is the baryon number, with B -- 1 for N), (21) 
so that: Qe(Pn) = (~) corresponds to 7"a = +½. The non-Abelian SU(2)z with its three (non- 
commuting) isospin charges Q~ (a = 1, 2, 3) should be compared with the Abelian U(1)Q. group 
with its one (commuting) electric charge Qe, in anticipation of significant differences between 
global non-Abelian and global Abelian internal symmetry groups. 
The discovery of a large number of hadronic resonances during the 1950s gave impetus to the 
identification ofan even larger global internal symmetry group than SU(2)I for hadrons--and by 
the early 1960s--the two-flavor (p and n) isospin group was enlarged to the global three-quark- 
flavor group SU(3)F, with its fundamental 3 representation (possessing fractional electric and 
baryon charges) assigned to the three lightest quark constituents q = (u, d, s). Table 1 lists the 
fractional charges of the u, d and s quarks under the global SU(3)F quark flavor group e ia.T. 
(a = 1, 2,... 8), which is defined by eight phase constants aa(a = 1,2,... 8) and eight generators 
Ta (a = 1,2 . . . .  8), satisfying the non-commutative "algebra" appropriate for an SU(3) group: 
[Ta, Tb] -- i fab¢ T¢, (22) 
where fabc, the structure constants of the SU(3) group, are the counterparts of eabc for the SU(2) 
group [cf. Equation (19)]. 
Table 1. Fractional charges of three lightest quarks. 
Quark Baryon Charge 
(q) (B) 
u ! 
3 
d ! 3 
1 8 
Iaoapi. Charoe 
(1,1~) 
I 1 (~,~) 
1 1 (~, -.~) 
(o,o) 
Hypercharoe 
(Y) 
Electric Charge 
(Q.) 
The group element eia.T. operates on the quark (q) representation 3 to predict he SU(3)F 
mass groupings of the mesonic and baryonic hadrons constructed out of (q~) and (qqq) composites, 
in zero orbital angular momentum states, respectively. Hence, in the composite quark flavor 
model of ha(irons, it is expected that the two lowest-mass SU(3)F baryon multiplets [I shall not 
discuss the SU(3)F meson multiplets ince they do not change the conclusion] are SU(3)F octets 
(i.e., mass groupings of eight baryons) and decuplets (i.e., mass groupings of ten baryons); this 
follows because the composite three-quark (qqq) baryon state decomposes into irreducible octet 
and decuplet SU(3)F representations (in addition to the singlet representation), thus 3 x 3 x 3 = 
1_ 1 + 8 + 8 + 10. Since one of the quark spins can be opposite to the other two (yielding J = 2 
baryons), or all three quark spins can be lined up (yielding J + 23- baryons), the prediction is that 
octet and decuplet groupings of both spin ½ and spin 23- three-quark baryonic omposites should 
be seen with relatively low masses. But experiment revealed that the two lowest mass SU(3)F 
baryon multiplets consist of an octet of J = ½ baryons and a decuplet of J = 3 baryons and 
not  the reverse combinations of spin and SU(3)p representations. This result can be shown to 
violate the Pauli exclusion principle for fermionic baryons and the puzzle was only solved--in 
the mid-1960s--by introducing three new "color" degrees of freedom for each quark--i.e., a new 
global internal symmetry group SU(3)c with the three "colors" of each quark constituting the 
fundamental 3 representation f the SU(3) color group. The stage was set for the construction 
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of a dynamical theory of strong interactions a few years later--in the early 1970~--through the 
gauging of the global non-Abelian SU(3) color group (but not SU(3) flavor!). 
Before explaining why the gauging process worked for the strong interaction, I pause to quickly 
bring the story of the weak interaction to the same historic point, when the global (non-Abelian) 
internal degrees of freedom suitable for gauging were identified for the weak interaction. The 
turning point in the recognition of the correct global internal symmetries in weak interactions 
came within a year of the discovery of maximal parity violation (1956)--with the advent of the 
universal (V-A) (vector minus axial vector) lefthanded charged current theory of weak interactions 
and its impressive phenomenological success in the several GeV region. In the quark-lepton 
notation, each lefthanded charged quark current or lepton current can be written as (fit. 7~ dt,) 
Jut, and dL denote the lefthanded (chiral) quarks of a single generation] or (Or. 7t, e~) [vt, and e'~ 
denote the lefthanded neutrino and charged lepton of a single generation] and thus involves two 
"chiral" (lefthanded) quark flavors and two "chiral" (lefthanded) lepton flavors per generation. 
(It has been established recently that there are three generations of quarks and leptons with the 
same quantum numbers but different masses.) It would seem that we have here the makings 
of a global chiral (weak isospin) flavor group SU(2)t, with the lefthanded quark and lepton 
Pe doublets, qt, = (~)1; and £t, = (e-)t,, respectively, serving as fundamental ('~ap" and "down") 2 
representations of the weak isospin group SU(2)t,. For example, the two charged lepton currents 
(one the Hermitian conjugate of the other), together with the neutral lepton current, give rise to 
SU(2) charges that satisfy the same non-commutative "algebra" as the ra's do in Equation (19). 
However, if one wishes to bring the neutral electromagnetic current into the picture, it is necessary 
to enlarge SU(2)L; it turns out that the minimum enlargement is to adjoin an Abelian U(1)y W 
group to SU(2)t, (Yw is the weak hypercharge) and thereby to construct the "electroweak" group: 
SU(2)L x U(1)Yw, where U(1)y W is closely related to U(1)Q,. [Actually, Qe =/st,  +Yw/2, where 
Ist, is the third component of the lefthanded weak isospin [cf. Equation 21)]. 
Table 2. Weak charges of quarks and  leptons for one generation. 
particle 
1 
uR 
1 dR g 
g,,cj 
baryon lepton weak isospin 
charge charge charge 
(S) (L) (ZL,/3/,) 
1 (~,~) 
1 1 (~,-~) 
(o,o) 
(o, o) 
1 (~,~) 
1 1 (~,-~) 
1 (0,0) 
weak 
(rw) 
q) 
4 
3 
(::) 
-2  
electric 
~e 
(Q,) 
2 
3 
(°i) 
-1  
The seven global (internal symmetry) flavor degrees of freedom for each generation are now in 
hand (see Table 2): the lefthanded quark and lepton weak isodoublets (qL and lL)--fonr chiral 
flavors--and the righthanded quark and lepton weak isosinglets: uR, dR and e~--three chiral 
flavors--for atotal of seven chiral flavors per generation. It is assumed that the neutrino is a mass- 
less lefthanded particle, so that there is a righthanded anti-neutrino, but no righthanded neutrino 
which would be the counterpart ofe~. It is the non-Abelian electroweak group SU(2)t, x U(1)y W 
with its total of seven (two weak isodoublets and three weak isosinglets) of global chiral quark- 
lepton flavors that is gauged [and then spontaneously broken to the electromagnetic subgroup 
U(1)Q,] to secure a dynamical quantum field theory of the electroweak interaction. 
The construction of gauged quantum field theories of the strong and weak interactions was 
finally achieved by the early 1970s [7,8]. For the strong interaction (involving only quarks), 
experiments on the deep inelastic scattering of leptons by hadrons had demonstrated that the 
quark-quark interaction becomes weaker as the relative distance decreases (or as the relative 
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energy increases); this short-distance behaviour is completely opposite to the Coulombic-type 
behaviour characterizing the Abelian U(1)qo gauge theory of electromsguetism and is evidence 
for the so-called "asymptotic freedom" property characteristic of non-Abelian gauge theories. 
Furthermore, it turns out that the objection of incorporating m~less  gauge fields (i.e., gluons) 
into a non-Abelian gauge theory of the strong interactionmbased on gauging lobal SU(3)c color 
symmetry---can be overcome because the asymptotic freedom property of a non-Abelian gauge 
theory (plus renormalization) leads to an effective scale in QCD, of approximately 200 MeV. This 
translates into the observed short range of the two-nucleon i teraction previously attributed to 
the Compton wavelength of the pion. In addition, the "confinement" property of the gauged 
SU(3)c theory explains the failure to see free quarks and gluons, i.e., they are "confined" inside 
hadrons. 
Abelian qED: 
(q has electric charge; 
7 has no electric charge) 
i .................. 
q=quark, y-photon 
sel~-interaction terms 
Nou-Abelian qCD: 
(q and g both have color charge) 
f g 
g \ \  / I  g 
\ / 
\ I 
Y 
I 
I 
I 
! 
g 
g \ /g 
\ / 
\ / 
\ / 
X / \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
g / \g 
Figure 1. Quark-gauge field interactions in QED and QCD. 
The origin of both "asymptotic freedom" and "confinement" in QCD sterns from the fact 
that in non-Abelian gauge theories (e.g., QCD), the gauge field quanta (e.g., gluous) carry non- 
vanishing charges like the matter field quanta (e.g., quarks). This is the essential difference from 
Abelian gauge theory (i.e., QED) where the gauge field quantum (i.e., photon) does not carry 
any charge (i.e., electric charge); the difference is exhibited in Figure 1 where the trilinear and 
quadrilinear self-couplings of the gauge fields in QCD--fiowing from the non-commutativity of 
the charges in the non-Abelian casc give the distinctive stamp to the non-Abelian (QCD) gauge 
group vis-b-vis the Abelian (QED) gauge group. This striking difference between on-Abelian and 
Abelian gauge theories is, as I have stated, responsible for the presence of "asymptotic freedom" 
and "confinement" in QCD (but not QED), and hence, can reconcile the observed short-range 
character (,~ 10 -13 cm) of the strong interaction with the massless gauge fields (giuons) in QCD. 
Finally, when it was proved by 't Hooft (in 1971) [6] that a non-Abelian gauged quantum field 
theory can be renormalised, all impediments were removed from the very fruitful idea that it is 
possible for a dynamically correct QCD theory of the strong interaction to emerge as the gauged 
non-Abelian [SU(3)c] generalization of gauged Abelian [U(1)q,] QED. 
Unfortunately, the mechanism that gives rise to the effective simulation of the short range of 
the strong interaction does not work for the weak interaction, which has a much shorter ange 
(by a factor of a thousand--i.e., ,~10 -16 cm) and it is necessary to pursue a more circuitous path 
to attain a dynamically correct heory of the weak interaction: namely, to introduce spontaneous 
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symmetry breaking (SSB). Actually, one can have SSB of global internal symmetry groups as 
well as of gauged internal symmetry groups. In either case, SSB occurs when the Hamiltonian 
of the quantum field theory is invariant under a global or gauge internal symmetry group but 
the physical vacuum for the quantum field theory is not. The clue to the operation of SSB 
in a quantum field theory is the failure to observe the expected conservation laws (e.g., mmm 
degeneracies or selection rules) following from Noether's theorem on conserved charges. SSB can 
also take place in many-body non-relativistic systems (not just in quantum field theories). I give 
one example of the SSB of a global symmetry in condensed matter physics (ferromagnetism) and 
one example of the SSB of a gauge symmetry in condensed matter physics (low temperature 
superconductivity) in order to provide a physical underpinning for the use of the concept of SSB 
in quantum field theories possessing both global and gauge symmetries. 
The example of the SSB of global symmetry in condensed matter physics is that of ferromag- 
netism near the Curie temperature, Tc, where there is a 'Sphase" change. Above Tc, the ground 
state of the ferromagnetic system is symmetric under the same symmetry as the Hamiltonian (i.e., 
rotationaUy invariant) and all the magnetic dipoles are randomly oriented; on the other hand, 
below Tc, all the magnetic dipoles are aligned in some arbitrary direction (spontaneous magne- 
tization) due to an "order parameter" (responsible for the phase change) coming into play and 
there are an infinite number of possible directions for the spontaneous magnetization (degeneracy 
of the ground state) with the direction selected epending on the boundary condition. Below To, 
the ground state of the ferromagnet is not rotationally symmetric despite the rotational invariance 
of the Harrdltonian, and SSB is present. In the case of ferromagnetism, the rotational invariance 
is a global symmetry and its SSB is accompanied by massless, pinless energy excitations, called 
Nambu-Goldstone states or bosons ("magnons" in the case of ferromagnetism). 
An example of the SSB of a gauge symmet~ in condensed matter physics is low-temperature 
superconductivity wherein the superconductive phase change below the critical temperature is 
due to the "order parameter" associated with the "Cooper pairs" of electrons possessing total elec- 
tric charge equal -2e; these doubly-charged "Cooper pairs" spontaneously break the (Abelian) 
U(1)Q, electromagnetic gauge symmetry and the "would-be" Nambu-Goldstone boson becomes 
the longitudinal polarization of the massless (gauge field) photon so that the photon acquires a
mass inside the superconductor. The inverse of this heavy photon mass is called the "penetration 
depth" d and, at the surface of the superconductor, the small size of d is responsible for the 
"Meissner effect" in low-temperature superconductors. 
I have alluded to the analogy between condensed matter physics and particle physics in that the 
physical vacuum state in (relativistic) quantum field theory--with its infinite number of degrees 
of freedom (oscillators)--may have less symmetry than the Hamiltonian. Consequently, there are 
counterparts in quantum field theory to the SSB of the global symmetry in ferromagnetism and 
the SSB of the gauge symmetry in low-temperature superconductivity, with similar fascinating 
consequences: Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the SSB global case and finite masses 
for the gauge fields generated in the SSB gauge case.The generation of finite mass gauge fields 
resulting from the SSB of a gauged quantum field theory is the panacea that paves the way for 
the construction of a phenomenologically correct dynamical theory of the electroweak interac- 
tion. More precisely, the spontaneous breaking of the non-Abelian gauged chiral quark-flavor 
symmetry group SU(2)L x U(1)y W leads to the unbroken Abelian gauge group U(1)Q, and, in 
the process, the three weak bosons (W e , Z °) acquire (large) masses and give rise to the extremely 
short range of the weak interaction--while preserving the massless photon (which is possible be- 
cause the U(1)Q, symmetry group remains unbroken). Furthermore, as has been mentioned, a 
spontaneously broken non-Abelian gauge theory is renormalizable and, consequently, the major 
obstacles to a dynamical gauge theory of the electroweak interaction (QFD)---short range and 
renormalizability--are removed. What is remarkable about QFD--which, admittedly, is less ele- 
gant than QCD--is that the predicted weak boson masses agree with the measurements, a  do all 
the predicted features of the neutral electroweak current (which is a mixture of the chiral weak 
current and the vector electromagnetic current). 
In combination, QCD and QFD constitute the "standard model" of quark and lepton inter- 
actions and, thus far (for more than a decade and a half) the standard model has passed all 
experimental tests with flying colors. The meaning of the title of this paper "From symme- 
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try to dynamics in modern particle physics" now becomes apparent: the decisive instrument of 
progress in modern particle physics has been gauged quantum field theory. The phenomeno- 
logically correct dynamical theories of three of the four basic forces of nature--electromagnetic, 
weak nuclear and strong nuclear--have been constructed by following the path of gauging suit- 
ably chosen global internal symmetries in quantum field theory and allowing for spontaneous 
symmetry breaking in the gauge formulations. The extraordinary success of the standard gauge 
group SU(3)c  x SU(2)L x U(1)y (the combination of the QCD plus QFD gauge groups)--and 
its spontaneous breaking to the unbroken gauge group SU(3)c × U(1)Q --provides upport for 
the attractive paradigm in modern particle physics that "symmetry dictates dynamics" (an old 
Einstein belief!) [9]. 
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